January to December 2021 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Channel 5 among People 4+
Rank

1

2

3

4

Programme

National Day Parade
2021

Let’s Celebrate 2022

National Day Rally
2021

Crimewatch 2021

Genre

Variety

Variety

Information

Information

Synopsis
After being postponed by about two weeks during
COVID19 Phase 2 Heightened Alert, Singapore’s
National Day Parade took place on Saturday (Aug 21)
at The Float @ Marina Bay, celebrating the nation’s
56th birthday.
Mediacorp’s annual countdown show featured
performances by our local artistes such as Kit Chan,
Taufik Batisah, Nathan Hartono, Jasmine Sokko, and
Yung Raja as Singapore ushers in 2022.
PM Lee Hsien Loong delivered his National Day Rally
speech on 29 August 2021 that outlined efforts for
inclusive growth that will benefit all Singaporeans PM
spoke in Malay and Chinese, followed by English.
The programme showcases crimes solved by the
Singapore Police Force, features appeals for unsolved
cases and dispenses crime prevention advice to
promote public awareness towards trending crimes.

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

January to December 2021 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Channel 5 among People 4+
Rank

5

6

7

Programme
Gardens By The Bay
and Mediacorp
National Day Concert
2021

MasterChef Singapore
Sr 2

Genre

Variety

Variety

President’s Star
Charity 2021

Variety

This Land Is Mine
Special

Variety

Synopsis
Celebrate Singapore’s 56th birthday with the “Gardens
by the Bay and Mediacorp National Day Concert 2021”,
which features star-studded performances set against
the lush backdrop of iconic locales within Gardens by
the Bay.
This season, contestants must cook their hearts out from local to international cuisines, all in a bid to realise
their food dreams by winning the coveted MasterChef
Singapore title!

Hosted by Rebecca Lim and Nurul Aini, this year’s
President’s Star Charity featured Stephanie Sun, Calum
Scott, Zoe Tay and many others in uplifting
performances as we rally all in Singapore to build a
more digitally inclusive society and help those in need.
An exclusive look at the new period drama series This
Land Is Mine, which takes us on a journey behind-thescenes of the production and reflects on how the
themes of the show -- identity, justice and loyalty -- can
transcend historical context to be relevant today.

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

January to December 2021 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Channel 5 among People 4+
Rank

Programme
National Day Message
2021

10

Ask The Finance
Minister 2021

Genre

Synopsis

Information

PM Lee touched on three difficult issues brought up by
Covid-19 - Lower Wage Workers, Foreigners, Race &
Religion in the National Day Message 2021.

Information

Deputy Prime Minister and Finance Minister Heng
Swee Keat is joined by fellow Singaporeans in a forum
as he tackles the major announcements arising from
Singapore Budget 2021.

Visit <https://www.mewatch.sg/en/channel5> to view these and other programmes from Channel 5*

[Scan QR code to visit the above website]

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

January to December 2021 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Channel 8 among People 4+
Rank
1

Programme
Lunar New Year’s Eve
Special 2021

Genre

Variety

福满牛年MooMoo乐

2

3

4

Star Awards 2021
红星大奖2021

River Hongbao 2021
新加坡派 春到河畔2021

National Day Parade
2021

Variety

Variety

Variety

Synopsis
Usher in the Year of the Ox with local artistes through a
spectacular "Lou Hei" virtual conferencing session on
Live TV! LNY Eve's Special 2021 seeks to break down
distance barrier by connecting with local and overseas
Singaporeans through technology.
“Star Awards 2021”is a television award ceremony held
annually, to honour the best Singaporean television
series and talents of the preceding year.
Presented by River Hongbao and Singapore Chinese
Cultural Centre, this year Lee Wei Song and Lee Si Song
specially composed a local New Year song for the 35th
anniversary of River Hongbao.
National Day Parade 2021 captures the Singapore Spirit,
as strong today as when she achieved independence 56
years ago. Join the Red Lions once again as they thrill the
audience, partake of the elegant Parade & Ceremony
and witness the breathtaking show, told in three
beautifully animated short films.

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

January to December 2021 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Channel 8 among People 4+
Rank

5

6

7

8

Programme
Hello Singapore 2021
狮城有约

King of Culinary Sr 2
三把刀2

Genre

Synopsis

Current Affairs

A weekly programme that reflects the sentiments and
concerns of Singaporeans, combining current affairs and
live discussions with invited experts and guests.

Variety

My Star Bride
过江新娘

Chingay 2021
妆艺2021

Drama

Variety

“King of Culinary" is back by popular demand! In the new
series, Chef Eric Teo, Chef Eric Neo and Chef Pung have
brought along their disciple to the game! Challenger has
to defeat the disciple before they can compete with the
master! Stay tune to witness the epic cook off.
Mei Fangcao, an ordinary girl from Vietnam, takes a leap
of faith by coming to Singapore as a "bride", hoping to
raise medical fees for her mother and find her long-lost
sister.
Watch the first ever Digital Chingay! A colourful and
vibrant showcase of Singapore's unique multiculturalism
with a blend of traditional and emerging art forms

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

January to December 2021 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Channel 8 among People 4+
Rank

9

10

Programme
Dramas 2021: The
Making
鉴证梦想 ：新剧特辑

Soul Old Yet So Young
心里住着老灵魂

Genre

Variety

Drama

Synopsis
Catch behind-the-scenes action and interviews with
popular artistes such as Lee Nanxing, Carrie Wong,
Romeo Tan, Desmond Tan, Denise Camillia Tan, Sheryl
Ang, Qi Yuwu, Sheila Sim, Zhang Yaodong, Chantelle Ng,
Richie Koh and Tasha Low.
Wen-feng and Xiang-guo end up losing their way in a
jungle and drink from a stream. They miraculously wake
up looking like 25-year old versions of themselves the
next day!

Visit <https://www.mewatch.sg/en/channel8> to view these and other programmes from Channel 8*

[Scan QR code to visit the above website]

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

January to December 2021 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Channel U among People 15+
Rank

1

2

3

4

Programme
We Came This Far
我们是同乡

Local Fine Produce
在地好食材

Neighbourhood Fixer
邻里来爆料

Meals on Mission
暖心厨房

Genre

Synopsis

Information

“We Came This Far” is an intimate journey to discover the
life stories, values, family ties, businesses and lifestyles of
5 Chinese dialect groups in Singapore.

Information

Information

Information

Most of Singapore's food ingredients are imported and
highly dependent on imports. "Local Fine Produce" aims
to discover the source of local food ingredients & enjoy
the flavours.
The programme aims to discover interesting, novel,
unknown, heart-warming & touching stories as well as
fun, caring & extraordinary people in their respective
neighbourhoods.
The outbreak of Covid19 has prompted many to step
forward to put out meals in community kitchens to serve
the underprivileged. Celebrity Michelle Chia joins these
kitchens to reveal the laborious challenges involved.

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

January to December 2021 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Channel U among People 15+
Rank
5
5

Programme

Genre

The Food We Love to
Hate

Information

畏口大开

6

Cooking For A Cause
特别的食物给特别的

Information

你

7

Forgotten Children
边缘儿童

Star Awards 2021
8

红星大奖2021

Information

Variety

Synopsis
Why are ingredients like coriander, pork liver and bitter
gourd etc so "hated" by some? This info-variety series
sees Belinda Lee challenging celebrity guests who shun
those food to face their fears with taste and touch tests.
Follow Danny Yeo and Darren Lim on their journeys, to
witness how the Taiwan homeless, the Boston
disadvantaged patients, the stray animals and foreign
workers in Singapore gain a helping hand from big
hearted souls - those who cook for a worthy cause.
There are children living in poverty and children living in
refugee camps, and in the past year, every 1 in 2 children
experienced violence. The series takes a hard, unflinching
look at some of the most pertinent issues faced by
children around the world.
“Star Awards 2021”is a television award ceremony held
annually, to honour the best Singaporean television
series and talents of the preceding year.

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

January to December 2021 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Channel U among People 15+
Rank

Programme

Genre

Synopsis

Food culture is the epitome of an ethnic culture. The diets
of the East & West have significant differences in
World Food Sr 2
features, functions, objects & nature, which help in
Information
9
learning more about the different cultures. The Chinese
吃。东西2
focus on "unity of Heaven & human", while Westerners
are more people oriented.
National Day Parade 2021 captures the Singapore Spirit,
as strong today as when she achieved independence 56
National Day Parade
years ago. Join the Red Lions once again as they thrill the
10
Variety
2021
audience, partake of the elegant Parade & Ceremony and
witness the breathtaking show, told in three beautifully
animated short films.
Visit <https://www.mewatch.sg/en/channelu> to view these and other programmes from Channel U*

[Scan QR code to visit the above website]

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

January to December 2021 – Top 10 Local Programmes on CNA among People 15+
Rank

1

Programme
National Day Message
2021

2

National Day Parade
2021

3

National Day Rally
2021

4

Breathe Again: India’s
Battle with COVID

Genre

Synopsis

Information

In the 2021 National Day Message, PM Lee touched on
three difficult issues brought on by Covid-19 - Lower
Wage Workers, Foreigners, Race & Religion.

Variety

Information

Information

Delayed due to the Covid19 Phase 2 Heightened Alert,
Singapore’s National Day Parade took place on Saturday
(Aug 21) at The Float @ Marina Bay, marking the nation’s
56th birthday.
PM Lee Hsien Loong delivered his National Day Rally
speech on 29 August 2021, outlining efforts for inclusive
growth that will benefit all Singaporeans.

In early 2021, India is hit by a cataclysmic wave of COVID19. The virus cripples the medical infrastructure. As the
death toll rises, Indians must do whatever it takes to
survive the catastrophe.

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

January to December 2021 – Top 10 Local Programmes on CNA among People 15+
Rank

5

6

7

8

Programme

Genre

Write of Passage

Information

Coming Home

Information

Home-Grown with a
Digital Edg

Pride Over Prejudice

Information

Information

Synopsis
Diana Ser finds out how her motley crew of workingadults, illiterate in English, cope in a largely Englishspeaking environment. Join them on a heart-warming
journey as they set out to conquer the tasks we take for
granted - from writing a love letter to singing an English
song.
The pandemic caused many around the world to return
home. But in this global village, what does home mean?
This programme tries to answer those questions from the
perspectives of four Singaporeans and their families who
are now in Singapore.
Building up Singapore’s Smart Nation strategy by inspiring
commercial digitalisation, this documentary features
SPTel’s support for SMEs in next-generation tech
projects.
A two-part documentary that uncovers the roots of
prejudice between ethnic & immigrant communities in
Singapore and explores how pride in multicultural
identity, values and heroes can overcome differences.

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

January to December 2021 – Top 10 Local Programmes on CNA among People 15+
Rank

Programme

Into the Unknown:
Doctors on Call

10

Remarkable Living Sr 4

Genre

Synopsis

Information

When disaster strikes in Asia, Singapore General Hospital
is ready at a moment's notice. Driven by emotional firsthand testimony, the series tells the story of Asia's most
catastrophic disasters from the perspective of the
doctors, who went beyond the call of duty to save lives.

Information

“Remarkable Living” is a 10-part series that travels the
world to put the focus on lifestyle visionaries who are
creating unique experiences that matter.

Visit <https://www.cna.asia/vod> to view these and other programmes from CNA*

[Scan QR code to visit the above website]

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

January to December 2021– Top 10 Local Programmes on Suria among Malays 4+
Rank
1

2

3

4

Programme

Sinar Lebaran 2021

Genre

Variety

Pesta Perdana 2021

Variety

Anugerah 2021

Variety

Sheng Siong Live 2021

Variety

Synopsis
Presented as a semi-musical, “Sinar Lebaran” features
several light-hearted skits depicting different scenarios,
with songs interspersed throughout as either part of
the skit or as breakers in between the skits.
The 16th edition of “Pesta Perdana” celebrates the
pursuit of artistic excellence and honours remarkable
media practitioners for their resilience and creativity. A
total of 27 categories will be presented, along with 3
most-popular award categories and a life-time
achievement award.
“Anugerah” returns for its 11th season realizing dreams
and propelled talented individuals to greater heights.
From the 500 contenders, 18 performers were selected
to compete and face elimination in the lead up to the
Grand Final held on 9 April 2021.
The show rewards Sheng Siong’s customers with cash
prizes through various game segments such as in-studio
games, talent show competitions, outdoor cooking
competitions, and attractive lucky draws.

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

January to December 2021 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Suria among Malays 4+
Rank

5

6

7

8

Programme

Genre

Masak Macam Saya

Lesung Sr 2

Jejak Jenayah 2021
(Crimewatch 2021)

Ekspedisi Ekstrem

Variety

Information

Information

Information

Synopsis
A cooking reality series where culinary-challenged
celebrities are invited to compete against each other
over a series of cooking challenges while being coached
by a mentor chef.
A tight knit quirky family of three makes a great recipe
for an excellent meal and a good laugh. “Lesung” is a
cooking show that blends traditional and modern food
demonstration with a light hearted family drama.
The programme showcases crimes solved by the
Singapore Police Force, features appeals for unsolved
cases and dispenses crime prevention advice to
promote public awareness towards trending crimes.
The series explores the human stories behind those
living in unusual and extraordinary spaces. Each week,
a celebrity guest will follow the host for a stay with
communities living in remote, rugged terrains.

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

January to December 2021 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Suria among Malays 4+
Rank

Programme

Lensa Ramadan 2021

10

Bubur Masjid Air
Katira Sr 4

Genre

Information

Drama

Synopsis
Mosques open their doors during Ramadan, together
with strict safety SOPs. This invites gratitude, in contrast
to last Ramadan which was observed during The Circuit
Breaker. The exploration into this theme serves as
curtain raiser to 2021’s “Lensa Ramadan”.
“Bubur Masjid Air Katira” returns with more
misadventures of Taufik and Rahmat! Their friendship
is put to the test when they go heads on against each
other for the voluntary position of Chairman of the
mosque.

Visit <https://www.mewatch.sg/en/suria> to view these and other programmes from Suria*

[Scan QR code to visit the above website]

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

January to December 2021 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Vasantham among Indians 4+
Rank
1

2

3

Programme

Genre

National Day Message
2021

In this year's National Day Message, PM Lee touched
on three difficult issues brought up by Covid-19 Lower Wage Workers, Foreigners, Race & Religion.

Usher in the Festival of Lights with star-studded
performances by Vasantham’s favourite personalities.
Amarkala Deepvali 2021

Pradhhana Vizha 2021

Suvai Sr 6
4

Information

Synopsis

Variety

Variety

Variety

Pradhana Vizha 2021 celebrates the pursuit of artistic
excellence and honour the best of Singapore’s Indian
entertainment industry for their resilience and
creativity affirming the power of the arts and culture
as inspiration to our community through these
challenging times.
Back in its 6th season, “Suvai” features 12 couples
vying to be the season's grand cooking champion. An
epic battle of tastes as the contestants continuously
outdo each other to impress resident Judge, Chef
Bala.

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

January to December 2021 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Vasantham among Indians 4+
Rank
5

6

Programme

Genre

Kutra Kannkaanippu 2021
(Crimewatch 2021)

Vivegam Sr 2

Information

Variety

7
Kalaiyarasi Vayadhu 47,
Vaagan Ottunar

8

Adukku Vettu Annasamy
2: 80’s Looty

Drama

Drama

Synopsis
This programme showcases crimes solved by the
Singapore Police Force, features appeals for unsolved
cases and dispenses crime prevention advice to
promote public awareness towards trending crimes.
“Vivegam” is a fun-filled gameshow in which a family
or friends in groups of three will answer a variety of
multiple-choice questions and ultimately stand a
chance to walk away with a grand prize of $13,000!
A 47-year old private hire driver and single mother,
Kalaiyarasi, gets embroiled in this murder caseresulting in her daughter going against all odds to save
her from the noose, her daughter's lover standing
against her as a witness by law and an old nemesis
taking her side to defend her case in court.
After a laugh-riot fiesta in the 70's era, the iconic
“Adukku Vettu Annasamy”returns for a phenomenal
2nd round of fun, laughter and celebration with the
80's Lootty!

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

January to December 2021 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Vasantham among Indians 4+
Rank

9

10

Programme

Genre

Drama
Aadhera

Vasantham Party Sr 2

Variety

Synopsis
Three women sign up on a mission to go on a virtual
tour into space for various reasons, but the catch here
is that whatever happens to them in virtual space time
will affect them equally once they are out of it. Will
they have a visual experience to remember by or will
they face the repercussions of the journey.
A festive variety programme that will bring Hari Raya
celebrations right to viewers’ homes. A non-stop live
carnival from the studios fronted by Jay Nesh and
Udaya with music, dance, games and lively banter.

Visit <https://www.mewatch.sg/en/vasantham> to view these and other programmes from Vasantham*

Scan QR code to visit the above website]

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

